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Biden 11th-Circuit Nominee Abudu Works for Anti-white,
Pro-communist SPLC

YouTube
Nancy Abudu

If all goes as planned, the Senate Judiciary
Committee will soon consider a nominee for
the 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals who is
even more radical than recently confirmed
Ketanji Jackson Brown, the new associate
justice of the U.S. Supreme Court who
doesn’t know what a woman is.

President Biden’s latest nominee is Nancy
Abudu, a radical leftist — if not a communist
— who toils for the openly anti-white, pro-
communist Southern Poverty Law Center.

Hearings on Biden’s nominees are slated for
April 27. 

SPLC’s Invitation to Murder

Led by the Family Research Council, a victim of the SPLC’s smear tactics that almost led to a mass
murder at FRC headquarters, prominent conservatives laid out the case against Abudu in a detailed
letter.

Writing to Judiciary Chairman Dick Durbin and his GOP counterpart, Chuck Grassley, in January, the
signatories were blunt. 

“Abudu works for a disreputable organization that has no business being a feeder for positions to any
judicial office — not even of a traffic court — let alone the second highest court system in the United
States. She is a political activist not a jurist and is unfit to serve at the federal appellate level,” they
wrote.

Of course, Biden and his people certainly know about SPLC. And they know why Abudu will be opposed.
But Biden nominated the leftist precisely because she works for the leftist smear machine. Biden’s
controllers want a hard-core leftist on the 11th circuit.

SPLC is a “a corrupt organization infamous for its decades-long managerial corruption and notorious for
unscrupulously designating its political opponents as ‘hate groups’ or ‘extremists,’” the letter averred:

These destructive accusations have done real harm to many people. In the first conviction
under the post-9/11 District of Columbia terrorism statute, the convicted terrorist was
shown to have been motivated by the SPLC’s “hate group” designation and related
identifying information

In 2012, that nutcake, Floyd Lee Conkins, went to FRC headquarters in Washington, D.C., on a murder
mission because of SPLC:
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Using the SPLC “hate map,” this native of northern Virginia targeted the Family Research
Council (FRC) and two other nearby groups in August 2012 for having beliefs supporting
traditional marriage. Fortunately, no one was killed, although he did shoot and critically
wound FRC’s unarmed building manager who subdued him while wounded.

Despite repeated requests, the SPLC has refused to change its defamatory designations of
organizations like FRC with whom, at the end of the day, it merely holds deeply held policy
differences. The shooter-domestic terrorist told the FBI that the source of his information
was the SPLC. Worse yet, over the past decade the SPLC has targeted an increasing number
of policy groups with whom it has policy disagreements. Any group that disagrees with the
SPLC about positions it advocates is deemed to be evil and worthy of destruction.

Of course, SPLC hates The New American and its publisher, The John Birch Society.

The Problem With Abudu

Aside from being a political activist, the signers wrote, Abudu surely knew not only about the shooting,
but also about SPLC’s “sleazy corporate culture,” which included “long-term charges of racial
discrimination and sex harassment” against founder Morris Dees. “There was a mountain of evidence …
when Ms. Abudu arrived there.”

Dees and other SPLC leaders were jettisoned.

Abudu, the letter said, could have easily learned about the outfit’s “notorious reputation” even among
leftists, and she clearly didn’t care about SPLC’s “toxic racial and sexual climate.”

The committee must find out whether Abudu interviewed with Morris or any other notorious leaders
who were forced to resign, the letter said:

Abudu’s acceptance of a senior litigation management role inside America’s largest political
defamation factory disqualifies her from any position in which she would be expected to
serve as an impartial arbiter of facts and law.

Based in Atlanta, Georgia, the appeals court for the 11th Circuit receives appeals from Georgia and
Alabama.

Adubu would be required to recuse herself from any cases in those states brought by either SPLC or the
communist-founded American Civil Liberties Union, another subversive outfit for which she worked.
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